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Abstract: In order to maximize inventory benefits or minimize costs, reliability and cost of inventory
control models need to be identified and analyzed. These importance measures are one important
approach to recognize and evaluate system weaknesses. However, importance measures have fewer
applications in inventory systems’ reliability. Considering the cost, this paper mainly discusses the
reliability change of performance parameters with the importance measures in inventory systems.
The calculation methods of differential importance and Birnbaum importance are studied in the
inventory control model with shortages. By comparing the importance values of various parameters
in the model, the optimization analysis of the inventory model can be used to identify the key
parameters, so as to effectively reduce the total inventory cost. The importance order and the
identification of key parameters are helpful to increase the operational efficiency of the inventory
control and provide effective methods for improving the inventory management. Lastly, a case study
with a shortage and limited inventory capacity is used to demonstrate the proposed model.
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1. Introduction

Importance measures refer to the influence on system reliability when a single or multiple
components of a system fail or change state, which is a function of component reliability parameters
and system structure. As one of the important branches and basic theories of reliability, importance
measures penetrate all stages of products, including design, production, inspection, sale, maintenance,
and so on. Identifying the factors influencing system reliability is most important [1,2]. In the phase
of design, importance measures are used to identify weaknesses and support the improvement and
optimization of system. During the system operation, importance measures can allocate enterprise
resources reasonably to constituent part of a system to ensure that it is operating properly. By identifying
and evaluating system weaknesses, importance measures have been widely applied in system reliability,
decision making and risk analysis [3–7].

Since Birnbaum [8] firstly proposed the concept of importance analysis, importance measures
have wide applications in the domains of fault analysis, model simulation, and network planning.
Borgonovo and Apostolakis [9] introduced a new importance measure, the differential importance
measure, for probabilistic safety assessment. Considering the transition rates of component states,
Dui et al. [10–13] discussed the influence of importance measures on system performance and its
applications in aviation and other fields. Kim and Song [14] proposed a generalized reliability
importance measure that can deal with multiple critical failure regions, large curvatures of limit-state
surfaces and the correlation between the input random variables. Li et al. [15] proposed a power flow
element importance measure, which can improve cascading failure prevention, system backup setting,
and overall resilience. Dui et al. [16] analyzed the applications of importance measures in the reliability
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of inventory systems and extended the importance measure to the three-echelon inventory systems.
Dui et al. [17] studied the cascading failure in an inventory network from the perspective of the payoffs
of nodes in a multi-strategy evolutionary game. Nguyen et al. [18] proposed opportunistic maintenance
decision rules based on the criticality level of components and the availability of spare parts. Adak and
Mahapatra [19] developed a cost-effective ordering inventory model where the increase in reliability of
the item lead to a rise in demand and decreases the rate of deterioration. Maji et al. [20] found the
optimal number of transportation cycles and components, which can maximize the total business
profit and system reliability with volume, weight, and cost of the system as constraints. Huang [21]
studied the system reliability of a stochastic delivery-flow distribution network with an inventory.
Manna et al. [22] studied an imperfect production inventory model with production system reliability
under two-layer supply chain management. Abdel-Aleem et al. [23] proposed an optimal solution of
the reliability model by a generalized reduced gradient algorithm.

Currently, the competitive environment is drastically changing, which will lead to the adaptation
of system resilience design and maintenance in dynamic environments [24,25]. There are too many
uncertainty factors involved in inventory models. With the interference of various uncertainties, the
problem of stock shortage occurs frequently. In situations where enterprises operate normally and
minimize inventory, how to realize the optimization of inventory models out of stock, has become a
hot topic for scholars from all circles [26]. Cárdenas-Barrón and Sana [27] proposed an economic order
quantity inventory model of multi-items in a two-layer supply chain where demand was sensitive
to promotional effort, and they compared collaborative and non-collaborative systems in terms of
their average profits. Shekarian et al. [28] developed a reverse inventory model where the recoverable
manufacturing process was affected by the learning theory. Chao et al. [29] characterized the optimal
policies that simultaneously determine the optimal ordering and pricing decisions in each period over a
finite planning horizon. Meanwhile, the impacts of supply source diversification and supplier reliability
on the firm and on its customers are studied. Yu et al. [30] considered the optimal production, pricing,
and substitution policies of a continuous-review production–inventory system with two products: a
high-end product and a low-end product. Lee et al. [31] examined vendor-managed inventory systems
with stockout-cost sharing between a supplier and a customer with shortages allowed under limited
storage capacity, where a stockout penalty was charged to the supplier when stockouts occurred with
the customer. Jia and Cui [32] analyzed the reliability of supply chain systems by using copulas.
Flynn et al. [33] developed a theoretical conceptualization of supply chain uncertainty and reliability.
He et al. [34] built a logistics service supply chain model under the stochastic demand to consider
the feature of non-storage and reliability. Chen et al. [35] evaluated the supply chain reliability and
resilience for the complexity of supply chain structures.

The inventory models provide an effective means for companies to carry out inventory management
and reduce inventory costs. Scholars have continuously improved and optimized the models from
various perspectives and fields, however, have neglected the application of importance measures to
effectively identify and optimize systems in this field. Different parameters in the inventory system
have different effects on the inventory system. Issues which have become the focus of research are:
How to use the system reliability and importance measure to study the influence of the parameters in
the inventory system on the inventory system? How to calculate the importance of different parameters
and determine the parameters that have the greatest impact on the system? Therefore, this paper
analyzes the reliability of the inventory system. According to the reliability of the inventory system,
a cost-based inventory system importance model is proposed to study the importance of different
parameters, which provides some support and reference for enriching importance measures and
optimizing inventory models.

The rest of the paper is as follows. Section 2 analyses the reliability of inventory systems. The cost
of inventory systems reliability is briefly described in Section 3. Section 3 also derives the computational
methods of importance measures about various parameters of cost function. A numerical example is
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presented to illustrate importance values and changes in cost parameters in Section 4. Section 5 gives
the conclusions and future work of this paper.

2. Reliability Analysis in Inventory Systems

Many logistics units constitute the logistics system organically according to a certain link mode.
The premise of analyzing the reliability of the whole logistics system is to determine the calculation
method of the reliability of a single logistics unit.

The reliability of a logistics unit refers to the probability that the service provided by logistics units
remains within the specified error limit under certain conditions and time. In the service capacity curve
of the logistics unit in Figure 1, the M curve represents the standard service curve that the logistics unit
is expected to achieve, the N curve represents the error limit of the logistics service specified for the
logistics unit, and the P curve represents the real logistics service curve provided by the logistics unit.

Figure 1. Service capacity curve of a logistics unit.

In Figure 1, L is the level of the service capacity of the logistics unit. In the intervals [t1− t2],[t3− t4],
[t5− t6], the logistics service provided by the logistics unit exceeds the specified error limit. Therefore,
it is considered that the work of the logistics unit in this situation is unreliable. In the intervals [t2− t3],
[t4− t5], the logistics service provided by the logistics unit does not exceed the specified error limit.
Therefore, it is considered that the operation of the logistics unit is reliable here. Assuming that the
reliability of the logistics unit is MU, then

MU = 1−

n∑
k=1

(tk2 − tk1)

T

where tk1, tk2 are the starting and ending time, respectively, of the kth observation that the logistics
service provided by the logistics unit exceeds the allowable deviation range, (k = 1, 2, 3, . . . , n). T is the
total observation time, and n is the number of times that the logistics service provided by the logistics
unit exceeds the allowable deviation range.

In a typical tandem logistics system, such as the one shown in Figure 2, the reliability of the five
logistics units of transportation, storage, circulation processing, loading and unloading handling, and
distribution are MY, MC, ML, MZ and MP, respectively.

Figure 2. Structural diagram of a typical tandem logistics system.
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This logistics system is composed of five logistics units in series. According to the mathematical
reliability model of series system, the reliability of typical series logistics system is

MT = MYMCMLMZMP

The logistics system cannot be fully paralleled; therefore the reliability calculation can only be
carried out for one parallel subsystem. The reliability of circulation processing, L1, and circulation
processing, L2, are ML1 and ML2, respectively, as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Structural diagram of a typical parallel logistics system.

Taking the parallel subsystem of circulation processing as an example, according to the
mathematical reliability model of the parallel system, the reliability of the parallel subsystem is

MLT = 1− (1−ML1)(1−ML2) = ML1 + ML2 −ML1ML2

In a typical series parallel logistics system, as shown in Figure 4, the reliability of transportation Y1,
transportation Y2, storage C1, storage C2, circulation processing L1, circulation processing L2, loading
and unloading handling Z1, loading and unloading handling Z2, distribution P1 and distribution P2
are MY1, MY2, MC1, Mc2, ML1, ML2, MZ1, MZ2, MP1, and MP2, respectively.

Figure 4. Structural diagram of a typical series parallel logistics system.

The first group series system consists of five logistics units: transportation Y1, storage C1,
circulation processing L1, loading and unloading handling Z1, and distribution P1. According to the
mathematical reliability model of series systems, the reliability of the first series system is

MT1 = MY1MC1ML1MZ1MP1

The second group of series systems consists of five logistics units: transportation Y2, storage
C2, circulation processing L2, loading and unloading handling Z2 and distribution P2. Therefore,
according to the mathematical reliability model of series system, the reliability of the second series
system is

MT2 = MY2MC2ML2MZ2MP2
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The reliability of two series systems in parallel is

MT = 1− (1−MT1)(1−MT2) = MT1 + MT2 −MT1MT2

= MY1MC1ML1MZ1MP1 + MY2MC2ML2MZ2MP2 −MY1MC1ML1MZ1MP1MY2MC2ML2MZ2MP2

In a typical series parallel logistics system, as shown in Figure 5, the reliability of transportation Y1,
transportation Y2, storage C1, storage C2, circulation processing L1, circulation processing L2, loading
and unloading handling Z1, loading and unloading handling Z2, distribution P1 and distribution P2
are MY1, MY2, MC1, MC2, ML1, ML2, MZ1, MZ2, MP1, and MP2, respectively.

Figure 5. Structural diagram of a typical parallel series logistics system.

The first group of parallel subsystems is composed of transportation Y1 and transportation Y2 in
parallel. According to the mathematical reliability model of the parallel system, the reliability of the
first group of parallel subsystems is

MY = 1− (1−MY1)(1−MY2) = MY1 + MY2 −MY1MY2

Similarly, the reliability of the second group of parallel subsystems is

MC = 1− (1−MC1)(1−MC2) = MC1 + MC2 −MC1MC2

The reliability of the third group of parallel subsystems is

ML = 1− (1−ML1)(1−ML2) = ML1 + ML2 −ML1ML2

The reliability of the fourth group of parallel subsystems is

MZ = 1− (1−MZ1)(1−MZ2) = MZ1 + MZ2 −MZ1MZ2

The reliability of the fifth group of parallel subsystems is

MP = 1− (1−MP1)(1−MP2) = MP1 + MP2 −MP1MP2

The reliability of a typical parallel series logistics system is the reliability of the five parallel
subsystems in series.

MT = MYMCMLMZMP

= (MY1 + MY2 −MY1MY2)(MY1 + MY2 −MY1MY2)(ML1 + ML2 −ML1ML2)

(MZ1 + MZ2 −MZ1MZ2)(MP1 + MP2 −MP1MP2)
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3. Cost-Based Importance Measures of Inventory Systems Reliability

3.1. Birnbaum Importance Measure

From a mathematical perspective, Birnbaum importance [8] analyzes the influence of changes

in variables on the whole function as I(xi) =
∂ f (x1,x2,...,xn)

∂xi
, where f (x1, x2, . . . , xn) means a function

consisting of n variables x1, x2, . . . , xn.
For various systems, xi and f (x1, x2, . . . , xn) have different meanings. For example, xi represents

the reliability of component i, and f (x1, x2, . . . , xn) shows the reliability of whole system.

3.2. Differential Importance Measure

The differential importance measure [9] is DIM(xi) =

∂ f (x1,x2,...,xn)
∂xi

dxi∑
j

∂ f (x1,x2,...,xn)
∂xj

dx j
, in which, f (x1, x2, . . . , xn)

represents the risk metrics associated with various parameters, and xi means the parameters.
In inventory management, f (x1, x2, . . . , xn) means the total cost of the inventory control system,

and xi shows each parameter in inventory control, such as the order quantity, demand quantity, storage
cost, shortage cost and so on.

3.3. Discussions on Importance Measures Based on the Inventory Systems Cost

In the inventory control model, the optimal lot size, Q∗, is obtained by minimizing the total cost.
The function expression of the total cost is as follows.

ϕ(Q,α) =
(u + a/2)Q + γ

1− e−ρQ/R

where Q is the selection variable, α = (u, a, R,γ,ρ) is a parameter variable, u is the unit price of the
goods in stock, a is the unit holding cost, R is the demand speed, γ is the order cost, and ρ is the
capital cost.

Among them, an increase in u, a, R and γ will cause an increase in the total cost. An increase in ρ
will cause a decrease in total cost.

The total cost function takes the first-order derivative of Q and sets the result to 0, then

ϕQ(Q∗,α) =
(1

2
a + u

)(
e(Q

∗/R)ρ
− 1

)
R− ρ

(
γ+ Q∗

(1
2

a + u
))

= 0.

For the importance of several parameter variables with respect to function Q∗(α), the implicit
importance can be applied to the optimization problem of the model. The final results are shown in
Table 1. Assuming that u = 10 (yuan/piece), a = 1 (yuan/piece), R = 8000 (piece), γ = 30 (yuan/time),
and ρ = 8%, the comparative static (CS) can be used to analyze the results as follows.

Table 1. Results analysis of comparative static.

Parameter CS Expression Mark Value

u Qu −
R(e(Q/R)ρ

−1)−Qρ

ρ( 1
2 a+u)(e(Q/R)ρ−1)

− 36

a Qa −

1
2 R(e(Q/R)ρ

−1)− 1
2 Qρ

ρ( 1
2 a+u)(e(Q/R)ρ−1)

− 18

R QR −

1
R (

1
2 a+u)(R(e(Q/R)ρ

−1)−Qρe(Q/R)ρ)
ρ( 1

2 a+u)(e(Q/R)ρ−1)
+ 0.047

γ Qγ −
−ρ

ρ( 1
2 a+u)(e(Q/R)ρ−1) + 13

ρ Qρ −
Q( 1

2 a+u)(e(Q/R)ρ
−1)−γ

ρ( 1
2 a+u)(e(Q/R)ρ−1)

− 4725

From Table 1, the results can be obtained as follows.
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(1) The increase in u, a and ρ leads to a decrease in Q∗ in the EOQ model.
(2) The increase in R and γ will cause an increase in Q∗ in the EOQ model.
(3) It can be seen from the table that ρ is the most influential parameter in the EOQ results, and its

influence degree is far greater than other parameters.

On the other hand, the partial derivatives of each parameter have different units of measurement,
so they cannot be compared with each other. Similarly, because there are different measurement
standards between parameters, assumption 1 of differential importance is not tenable in the application
of differential importance. Even if the parameters have the same unit of measurement, but the direction
of change is different, and the results of static analysis technology cannot be used as the standard
of measurement.

According to the relationship between comparative static analysis technology and differential
importance, the expression of differential importance measures in implicit models is proposed, and
expressed as follows.

Γ(x∗,α∗) =

γ j,s : γ j,s =

∣∣∣Φ js
∣∣∣∣∣∣Φ j
∣∣∣
, j = 1, . . . , m, s = 1, . . . , n.

Γ(x∗,α∗) is a matrix, and the elements in the matrix represent the differential importance of the
parameter αs with respect to x j. Φ js =

[
J1
x J2

x . . . J
j−1
x Js

αdαs J j+1
x . . . Jm

x

]
, Φ j =

[
J1
x J2

x . . . J
j−1
x dJα J j+1

x . . . Jm
x

]
.

According to the relationship between comparative static analysis technology and the expression of
differential importance in the implicit model, the expression of Birnbaum importance is

ΓB(x∗,α∗) =


γ j,s : γ j,s =

∣∣∣∣∣∣
[
J1
x J2

x . . . J
j−1
x Js

α
α

x j
s
J j+1
x . . . Jm

x

]∣∣∣∣∣∣
=

∣∣∣∣∣∣
J1

x J2
x ...J

j−1
x Js

α
α

x
j
s

J j+1
x ...Jm

x

∣∣∣∣∣∣α
x j

s


In an implicit multivariate function, the change of the whole function is caused by the change

of one of the independent variables. The importance degree is used to rank the parameters, and the
problems caused by different measurement units of each parameter are considered.

The change of the related variables needs to be calculated. According to the result of Γ(x,α), the
optimal order quantity can be taken as the selection variable, and five parameters can be selected at
the same time. In this case, Γ(Q∗,α) =

[
γ j,s

]
, j = 1, s = 1, 2, . . . , 5. The results of the two importance

analyses are presented in Tables 2 and 3. Columns 5 and 6 in Tables 2 and 3 represent the importance
of the parameter and the resultant ranking, respectively.

Table 2. Analysis results of differential importance measure.

Parameter Importance Expression Mark Value Order

u Γ2u(Q∗,α∗)
[R(e(Q/R)ρ

−1)−Qρ]u∑5
j=1 Q∗jα j

+ 8.02× 103 4

a Γ2a(Q∗,α∗)
[ 1

2 R(e(Q/R)ρ
−1)− 1

2 Qρ]a∑5
j=1 Q∗jα j

+ 4.01× 102 5

R Γ2R(Q∗,α∗)
( 1

2 a+u)(R(e(Q/R)ρ
−1)−Qρe(Q/R)ρ)∑5

j=1 Q∗jα j
− 8.4427× 103 2

γ Γ2γ(Q∗,α∗)
−ργ∑5

j=1 Q∗jα j
− 8.421× 103 3

ρ Γ2ρ(Q∗,α∗)
[Q( 1

2 a+u)(e(Q/R)ρ
−1)−γ]ρ∑5

j=1 Q∗jα j
+ 8.4433× 103 1
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Table 3. Analysis results of Birnbaum importance measure.

Parameter Importance Expression Mark Value Order

u ΓBu(Q∗,α∗) [R(e(Q/R)ρ
−1)−Qρ]u

Q∗
+ 3.028× 10−3 4

a ΓBa(Q∗,α∗) [ 1
2 R(e(Q/R)ρ

−1)− 1
2 Qρ]a

Q∗
+ 1.514× 10−4 5

R ΓBR(Q∗,α∗) ( 1
2 a+u)(R(e(Q/R)ρ

−1)−Qρe(Q/R)ρ)
Q∗

− 3.187× 10−3 2

γ ΓBγ(Q∗,α∗)
−ργ
Q∗ − 3.179× 10−3 3

ρ ΓBρ(Q∗,α∗) [Q( 1
2 a+u)(e(Q/R)ρ

−1)−γ]ρ
Q∗

+ 3.1872× 10−3 1

It can be seen from Table 2 that the proportional increase in parameters R, γ or ρ has almost
the same effect on the results. At the same time, the importance of u is only slightly lower than R, γ
and ρ, while a is almost an unimportant parameter relative to the other parameters. Although the
results of Birnbaum importance obtained in Table 3 are different from those in Table 2, the relationship
between the values is roughly the same in both tables, that is, the ranking results of differential
importance and Birnbaum importance are the same. That is to say, compared with the influence of
other parameters on the EOQ considering financing, the change of EOQ considering financing caused
by a is almost negligible.

4. Numerical Example

In this section, a shortage and limited inventory capacity is used to demonstrate the proposed
model. The inventory models are assumed, and displayed in Table 4.

Table 4. Case assumptions of the inventory models.

Case Assumptions Case Assumption Contents

Assumption 1 A small amount of stockout will not cause much damage to customers and
companies. The loss of unit goods per unit time is C4.

Assumption 2
Companies can store products in their own warehouses or leased warehouses.
C2 is the storage fee of unit goods per unit time stored in their own warehouses,

C3 is the storage fee in leased warehouses, and C2 < C3.

Assumption 3 The capacity of their own warehouses is Q0.

Assumption 4 When storing, companies firstly store products in their own warehouses until
they are full, and then in leased warehouses.

Assumption 5 When selling, companies will firstly sell the products in leased warehouses
until they are empty, and then from their own warehouses.

Assuming that [0, T] is a time cycle, and when t = 0, the instant purchase is Q1, the inventory
capacity is Q0, so the capacity of leased warehouses is Q1 −Q0. Q2 is the allowable shortage quantity,
R is the demand rate, and it is decreasing constantly during [0, T].

Therefore, the change of inventory volume during [0, T] is shown in Figure 6.
Assuming the total cost of an inventory is C, then

C =
C3(Q1 −Q0)

2

2Q
+

C2Q0(2Q1 −Q0)

2Q
+

C4(Q−Q1)
2

2Q
+

C1R
Q

where R means the demand speed, Q is the order quantity, and Q1 and Q0 represent the total inventory
volume, so the inventory capacity of leased warehouses is Q1 −Q0. Q2 is the shortage quantity, so
Q = Q1 + Q2. C1 is the order cost, C2 is the inventory cost of unit goods per unit time when using
their own warehouses, C3 means the inventory cost of unit goods per unit time when using leased
warehouses, and C4 represents the shortage cost of unit goods.
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Figure 6. The storage volume changes over time.

In order to obtain the optimal solution of total cost, that is the minimal cost C* and the optimal
ordering quantity Q∗, taking the partial derivatives of Q, Q1, Q2 separately, then Q∗, Q∗1, and Q∗2 can be
obtained as follows: 

Q∗ =
[

2C1R(C3+C4)
C3C4

+
(C3−C2)(C2+C4)Q2

0
C3C4

] 1
2

Q∗1 =
[

2C1C4R
C3(C3+C4)

+
C4(C3−C2)(C2+C4)Q2

0

C3(C3+C4)
2

] 1
2
+

(C3−C2)Q0
C3+C4

Q∗2 =
[

2C1C3R
C3(C3+C4)

+
C4(C3−C2)(C2+C4)Q2

0

C4(C3+C4)
2

] 1
2
+

(C3−C2)Q0
C3+C4

Birnbaum importance can be used to analyze the importance of parameters in this model.
The expressions are as follows:

I(Q0) =

 (C3−C2)(C2+C4)Q0
C3C4

(
2C1R(C3+C4)+(C3−C2)(C2+C4)Q2

0
C3C4

)− 1
2
Q0

Q∗

I(R) =

C1(C2+C4)
C3C4

(
2C1R(C3+C4)+(C3−C2)(C2+C4)Q2

0
C3C4

)− 1
2
R

Q∗

I(C2) =

 (C3−2C2−C4)Q2
0

2C3C4

(
2C1R(C3+C4)+(C3−C2)(C2+C4)Q2

0
C3C4

)− 1
2
C2

Q∗

I(C3) =

C2C4(C2+C4)Q2
0−2C1RC2

4
2C2

3C2
4

(
2C1R(C3+C4)+(C3−C2)(C2+C4)Q2

0
C3C4

)− 1
2
C3

Q∗

I(C4) =

−

 2C1RC2
3+C2C3(C3−C2)Q2

0
2C2

3C2
4

(
2C1R(C3+C4)+(C3−C2)(C2+C4)Q2

0
C3C4

)− 1
2
C4

Q∗

The parameters (Q0, R, C2, C3, C4) can be selected for analysis in the inventory models with
stockout. There are different metrics among the parameters, therefore differential importance measures
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can be applied to identify the importance of each parameter in this model. The expressions are
as follows:

DIM(Q0) =

 (C3−C2)(C2+C4)Q0
C3C4

(
2C1R(C3+C4)+(C3−C2)(C2+C4)Q2

0
C3C4

)− 1
2
Q0∑6

j=1 Q∗jα j

DIM(R) =

C1(C2+C4)
C3C4

(
2C1R(C3+C4)+(C3−C2)(C2+C4)Q2

0
C3C4

)− 1
2
R∑6

j=1 Q∗jα j

DIM(C2) =

 (C3−2C2−C4)Q2
0

2C3C4

(
2C1R(C3+C4)+(C3−C2)(C2+C4)Q2

0
C3C4

)− 1
2
C2∑6

j=1 Q∗jα j

DIM(C3) =

C2C4(C2+C4)Q2
0−2C1RC2

4
2C2

3C2
4

(
2C1R(C3+C4)+(C3−C2)(C2+C4)Q2

0
C3C4

)− 1
2
C3∑6

j=1 Q∗jα j

DIM(C4) =

−

 2C1RC2
3+C2C3(C3−C2)Q2

0
2C2

3C2
4

(
2C1R(C3+C4)+(C3−C2)(C2+C4)Q2

0
C3C4

)− 1
2
C4∑6

j=1 Q∗jα j

Assuming that C1 = 30, C2 = 1, C3 = 2, C4 = 3, Q0 = 500, and R = 8000, when combining the
inventory models with shortage and the formula of each parameter above in the model, the results of
Birnbaum importance and the differential importance measures of various parameters are as shown in
Table 5.

Table 5. The results of importance measures.

Parameter Birnbaum Importance Order Differential Importance Order

Q0 0.2940 2 0.4545 2

R 0.3528 1 0.5455 1

C2 −0.1103 4 −0.1705 4

C3 −0.0647 5 −0.1000 5

C4 −0.1779 3 −0.2750 3

From Table 5, firstly, although the Birnbaum importance and differential importance measure of
parameters have a certain difference in values, the sorting results are identical. Secondly, the values of
importance are positive or negative, but the parameters are sorted by their absolute value. When the
value is positive, it indicates that the optimal order quantity increases when the parameter is increasing,
otherwise, it decreases with the increase in the parameter. Thirdly, according to the magnitude of
values, the order of R, Q0, C4, C2, C3 decreases in sequence. In other words, when these parameters
change proportionally, the optimal order quantity has the largest change caused by R, and C3 is the least
important among these variables. Therefore, the changes of R and Q0 are most important. The demand
speed and inventory capacity are the key parameters for reducing the total cost and optimizing the
inventory model.

In order to improve analysis of the dynamic effects caused by various parameters on Birnbaum
importance and differential importance measure, each parameter can be set for the changes of Birnbaum
importance and the differential importance measure, as parameters change within the intervals. For
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each parameter, the variation of Birnbaum importance and the differential importance measure are
shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Cont.
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Figure 7. Importance changes with various parameters.

Figure 7 shows that Birnbaum importance and differential importance measures have similarities
in the variation law. The plus-minus and direction of curves are consistent, but the slopes are not
the same. In Figure 7e, when the shortage cost is less than 0.5, Birnbaum importance changes almost
linearly, otherwise its change is quite slow and tends to be stable. However, the curve of the differential
importance measure keeps a steady change rate within the interval. In Figure 7a,e, the two curves even
appear to be intersected. At the intersection, the values of Birnbaum importance and the differential
importance measure are equivalent. In addition, the differential importance measure is above the
Birnbaum importance in Figure 7b, while the exact reverse is the case in Figure 7c,d; the Birnbaum
importance of the parameter lies above the differential importance measure. The two importance
measures show different changes with the varying parameters, which suggests that there are certain
differences between the two importance measures in practice. Meanwhile, when applying the additivity
of the differential importance measure, let S = {R, C2, C3, C4}, then

DIMS(Q∗,α∗) = DIMR(Q∗,α∗) + DIMC2(Q
∗,α∗) + DIMC3(Q

∗,α∗) + DIMC4(Q
∗,α∗) = 0

Based on the analysis above, in the optimization analysis of inventory models with stockout,
Birnbaum importance and the differential importance measure are different in calculation method and
values, but the orders of importance are ultimately identical. This hints that Birnbaum importance and
differential importance measures can effectively identify the importance of each parameter in a model,
however, due to their own advantages and disadvantages, it is better to combine them together to
provide a better solution for decision-makers in practice.

5. Conclusions and Future Work

Based on the theory of importance measures and inventory models, this paper mainly discusses
the diagnosis and recognition of performance parameters in inventory control models with stockout.
After a brief introduction about the inventory models that allows stockout, the concepts and calculation
method of importance measures were applied into the models to analyze the application of Birnbaum
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importance and the differential importance measure. By comparing and analyzing the calculations and
results of the two importance measures, the importance order was obtained, and the key parameters
were identified to optimize the inventory control and management from the view of system reliability.
The main contributions of this article are as follows.

(1) Based on the research of inventory systems, it was found that there was almost no literature on
the reliability of an inventory system. Combining the concept of reliability with the inventory
system, an inventory system reliability model was proposed in this paper. It could enrich the
research in the field of inventory system reliability.

(2) Based on the inventory system reliability model, cost-based importance measures of inventory
systems’ reliability were proposed. The purpose was to study the impact of the changes of
different parameters in the inventory system on the inventory system.

(3) Based on the analysis of numerical examples, it was concluded that Birnbaum importance and
differential importance measures can effectively determine the importance of each parameter in
the inventory system. According to the calculation result, the order of parameter importance is
R, Q0, C4, C2, C3.

In future work, we will consider the impact of the relationship between different parameters on
the inventory system.
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